Self-assembly of poly(lauryl methacrylate)-b-poly(benzyl methacrylate) nano-objects synthesised by ATRP and their temperature-responsive dispersion properties†
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Self-assembling poly(lauryl methacrylate)-b-poly(benzyl methacrylate) (PLMA–PBzMA) diblock copolymers were synthesised for the first time using solution atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP). The PLMA degree of polymerisation (x) was fixed at 14 and the PBzMA degree of polymerisation (y) was varied from 34 to 74. Post-polymerisation transfer of this new series of diblock copolymers from chloroform into n-dodecane (a poor solvent for PBzMA) resulted in self-assembly of polymeric nano-objects. The morphologies for the latter (spheres, worms and vesicles) were controlled by y. The observed morphologies generally agreed with those reported for related PLMA–PBzMA diblock copolymers (x ≥ 16) prepared by polymerisation induced self-assembly (PISA) via reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerisation (Fielding et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2014, 136, 5790). However, a number of differences were observed such as de-gelation behaviour and the phase boundary positions compared to those expected from Fielding et al. Variable-temperature dynamic light scattering studies for the PLMA14–PBzMA34 spheres revealed that the aggregation number was unaffected by a temperature increase over the range of 20–90 °C, which differed markedly from the behaviour observed for PLMA14–PBzMA34 worms. This difference is a new observation with mechanistic importance for the worm-to-sphere breakdown mechanism. We show that concentrated PLMA14–PBzMA, dispersions (20% w/w) in n-dodecane can be prepared using post-polymerisation transfer. The dispersion with a mixed spherical and worm-like copolymer phase exhibited reversible de-gelation when heated. Surprisingly, the dispersions containing only the worm phase remained as gels (which were white) at temperatures up to 90 °C. Our new ATRP approach for preparing temperature-responsive non-aqueous nano-object dispersions presented here decoupled chain growth and self-assembly and will apply to other copolymer dispersions.

Introduction

Self-assembly of amphiphilic diblock copolymers into dispersions of nano-objects is an important area of soft matter science which is generating increasingly sophisticated nanomaterials with useful properties. The use of a selective solvent for a diblock copolymer that is a good solvent for one of the blocks but a poor solvent for the other block triggers nano-object self-assembly. Depending on the packing parameter of the diblock copolymer a wide array of nano-objects can be obtained which include spheres, worms, and vesicles. Nano-objects are often prepared by means of polymerisation induced self-assembly (PISA) via reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerisation. Variations of RAFT polymerisation and alternative methods for preparing nano-objects are being actively pursued in order to expand architectural versatility and property performance. The majority of diblock copolymers prepared by PISA contain one block that has a glass transition temperature (Tg) higher than room temperature. This raises the question of the extent to which these nano-objects can be regarded as “living” in terms of their ability to reversibly disassemble. The latter question led us to investigate an alternative solution-based synthetic method to prepare non-aqueous dispersions of a self-assembling diblock copolymer. Here, we investigate poly(lauryl methacrylate)-b-poly(benzyl methacrylate) diblock copolymers (PLMA–PBzMA) prepared using atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP). The hypothesis for this study was that self-assembly of PLMA–PBzMA nano-objects would be independent of the copolymer...
synthesis method. We also aimed to explore the mechanism for temperature-responsive PLMA–PBzMA nano-object disassembly. The practical motivation for this study was to show that concentrated (gel-forming) dispersions of self-assembled nano-objects with tuneable morphologies and properties could be prepared using a polymerisation method that decoupled polymer chain growth from self-assembly.

The self-assembly of amphiphilic copolymers into cylindrical (worm-like) polymer micelles using RAFT-based synthesis in aqueous13–17 and non-polar solvents18–22 is well established. Here, we focused on diblock copolymers that self-assembled into gel-forming nano-objects in a non-polar solvent (n-dodecane). Organogels have a range of potential applications which includes delivery,23,24 cosmetics25 and energy transfer.26 Fielding et al. synthesised a series of PLMA\textsubscript{x}–PBzMA\textsubscript{y} (x ≤ 16) diblock copolymers using RAFT-based PISA in n-dodecane.27 Systematic variation of the PLMA and PBzMA block lengths enabled spherical, worm-like and vesicle morphologies to be prepared. The worms formed temperature-responsive gels, which reversibly de-gelled at temperatures above 50 °C. The mechanism for the gel-to-fluid transition is believed to involve worm fragmentation into spheres.27 The subsequent fluid-to-gel formation upon cooling is relatively slow. Whilst sphere-fusion is believed to be involved the mechanistic details are not fully resolved. Derry et al. also studied PLMA\textsubscript{x}–PBzMA\textsubscript{y} (x ≥ 16) diblock copolymers and focussed on the effect of solvent on nano-object morphology.28 In the present study a new series of PLMA\textsubscript{x}–PBzMA\textsubscript{y} (x = 14) copolymers is studied and their self-assembly and dispersion properties investigated and compared to the previous work.

Whilst the PISA approach has achieved a considerable success there are some limitations which may constrain versatility. Firstly, the shell-forming block must be soluble in the selective solvent used and the latter must be a thermodynamically bad solvent for the core-forming block. Furthermore, the sulphur-based end groups may be undesirable for some industrial applications as they confer colour and a degree of toxicity.29 Whilst end-group modification methods are known,30 additional synthetic steps are required which would add to cost. Here, we use a potentially versatile solution based ATRP method to synthesise PLMA–PBzMA copolymers in a good solvent for both blocks. Because our new approach to PLMA–PBzMA nano-object preparation decouples copolymer synthesis from self-assembly, and should be apply to other copolymers, it offers new versatility for nano-object formation.

ATRP and other living polymerisation methods such as ring-opening polymerisation have been widely used to prepare a number of self-assembled copolymers.31–35 ATRP is a versatile method for the synthesis of diblock copolymers and enables high blocking efficiencies with targeted block lengths, well-defined architectures16 and is well-suited to the polymerisation of many vinyl monomers with diverse functionalities.37 However, there have been relatively few reports of the use of ATRP to prepare polymer worms. Banerjee et al. described using ATRP in xylene to prepare worm-like nanostructures from poly(chloromethyl styrene)-g-poly(benzyl methacrylate)38 with average lengths less than 100 nm. Worm-like nanostructures were also reported to self-assemble in bulk films of poly(methyl methacrylate)-b-poly(azobenzene methacrylate).39 There have not been any reports using ATRP to prepare PLMA-based nano-objects to the best of our knowledge.

The approach used in the present study is depicted in Scheme 1a. A PLMA\textsubscript{14}–Br macroinitiator (abbreviated as L\textsubscript{14})
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Scheme 1. (a) Depiction of the synthesis of poly(lauryl methacrylate) macroinitiator (L\textsubscript{14}) via solution ATRP using α-bromoisobutyrate (EBiB) and the subsequent addition of benzyl methacrylate (BzMA) via halogen exchange to form L\textsubscript{14}–B\textsubscript{y} diblock copolymers. (b) Self-assembly of nano-objects by post-polymerisation transfer which involved replacing a volatile good solvent (chloroform, step 1) with a selective solvent (n-dodecane, step 2). Spherical, worm-like or vesicle-like nano-objects assembled depending on y.
was prepared via ATRP of lauryl methacrylate (LMA), followed by solution ATRP of benzyl methacrylate (BzMA) to give PLMA_{14–PBzMA}_{14} (L_{14}B_{14}). The copolymer was dissolved in a low boiling point good solvent for both blocks (chloroform, Scheme 1b) and then added to a high boiling point selective solvent (n-dodecane), which is a good solvent for the PLMA block. The chloroform was then removed by evaporation. The PBzMA and PLMA blocks formed, respectively, the core and corona of the nano-objects. We studied the effect of PBzMA degree of polymerisation, i.e., y, on the morphology and response to temperature of the self-assembled L_{14–B}_{14} nano-objects and gels.

The factors governing the self-assembly in aqueous dispersions of diblock copolymers are well understood. The two dominant free energy contributions are the elastic energy (entropic) of the corona and surface energy of the core. The elastic energy of stretched chains within the core also contributes to the total free energy. As the morphology changes from spheres, to worms and then to vesicles the stretching of the chains in the core decreases; however, crowding of the chains within the corona increases. The design rules governing nano-object morphology for diblock copolymers in non-polar solvents are still being established and the extent to which the nano-objects are at equilibrium is of considerable interest. In the present study we systematically vary the degree of polymerisation of the core-forming block (PBzMA) and probe temperature-triggered PLMA–PBzMA nano-object morphology and gelation changes in dilute and concentrated n-dodecane dispersions.

In the first part of the study the L_{14–B}_{14} diblock copolymers are characterised by GPC and $^1$H NMR spectroscopy. Nano-object morphology and self-assembly behaviours are then explored using TEM and variable temperature $^1$H NMR spectroscopy and dynamic light scattering (DLS). Tube inversion studies and dynamic rheological data of concentrated dispersions are then investigated to study gel behaviour and it is shown that the mixed spherical and worm-like compositions are capable of forming temperature responsive physical gels. By comparing the temperature-triggered nano-object and gel-to-fluid transitions of dispersions of spheres and worms we find that the PBzMA degree of polymerisation affects reversibility. We also study the response of PLMA–PBzMA spheres to temperature for the first time and assess their importance for the temperature-triggered gel-to-fluid transitions. We show that the self-assembly of PLMA–PBzMA copolymers is generally independent of the synthesis method. However, the copolymers used in this study also show differences to previous work in terms of their morphologies and properties which are potentially important.

### Experimental section

#### Materials

LMA (96%) was purified using a basic alumina column before use. BzMA, (96%) was passed through a 1/1 neutral/basic alumina column before use. Toluene (99.5%), ethyl $\beta$-bromoisobutyrate (EBiB, 98%), $N,N,N',N''$-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA, 99%), copper bromide (CuBr, 99.999%) and copper chloride (CuCl$_2$, $\geq$ 99.995%) were all purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Chloroform (ACS reagent grade), methanol (HPLC grade), tetrahydrofuran (HLPC grade) were all purchased from Fisher and used as received. Chloroform-d (99.8 atom% D), dodecane-d$_{16}$ (98 atom% D) and n-dodecane (99.9%) were purchased from Aldrich and Alfa Aesar, respectively, and were all used as received.

#### Synthesis of PLMA–Br macroinitiator

The PLMA_{14–Br} macroinitiator (L_{14}) synthesis was adapted from a literature method. The ATRP homopolymerisation was terminated at 64% to retain a high percentage of bromo-terminated moieties for the subsequent diblock growth step. A Schlenk flask was charged with toluene (2 mL), LMA (10 mL, 34.1 mmol), EBiB (220.0 $\mu$L, 1.55 mmol) and PMDETA (323.0 $\mu$L, 1.55 mmol). The reagents were deoxygenated with Ar whilst stirring magnetically at room temperature and subjected to repeated freeze–pump–thaw cycles. CuBr (0.22 g, 1.55 mmol) was quickly added to the frozen mixture under Ar during the final cycle. The sealed reaction flask was immersed in a pre-heated oil bath at 60 °C for 150 min. The product was passed through a basic alumina column and precipitated from excess methanol before it was dried in a vacuum oven at 30 °C for 12 h.

#### PLMA–PBzMA diblock copolymer synthesis

Table 1 shows the compositions and codes for the PLMA_{14–PBzMA}_{y} copolymers. L_{14–B}_{14} represents the PLMA_{14–PBzMA}_{14} copolymer. The following gives an example synthesis for L_{14–B}_{14}. The concentration ratio of monomer [M], initiator [I], Cu(i) [Cu(i)] and ligand [L] used was 37 : 1 : 0.8 : 0.8. Accordingly, a Schlenk flask was charged with the L_{14} (0.5 g, 0.133 mmol) that had been dissolved in toluene (3.63 mL), followed by BzMA (1.50 mL, 8.911 mmol) and PMDETA (23.0 $\mu$L, 0.11 mmol). The reagents were deoxygenated with Ar whilst stirring magnetically at room temperature and subjected to repeated freeze–pump–thaw cycles. CuBr (0.22 g, 1.55 mmol) was quickly added to the frozen mixture under Ar during the final cycle. The sealed reaction flask was immersed in a pre-heated oil bath at 60 °C for 150 min. The product was passed through a basic alumina column and precipitated from excess methanol before it was dried in a vacuum oven at 30 °C for 12 h.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>$M_{n}(NMR)/g\cdot mol^{-1}$</th>
<th>$M_{n}(GPC)/g\cdot mol^{-1}$</th>
<th>$M_n/M_0$</th>
<th>$d_{z}$/nm</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L_{14}</td>
<td>PLMA_{14}</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>4900</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{14}B_{14}</td>
<td>PLMA_{14–PBzMA}_{14}</td>
<td>9700</td>
<td>13 700</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Spheres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{14}B_{16}</td>
<td>PLMA_{14–PBzMA}_{16}</td>
<td>11 800</td>
<td>15 400</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spheres and worms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{14}B_{24}</td>
<td>PLMA_{14–PBzMA}_{24}</td>
<td>15 000</td>
<td>20 900</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>Worms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{14}B_{34}</td>
<td>PLMA_{14–PBzMA}_{34}</td>
<td>16 700</td>
<td>22 600</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Vesicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Compositions determined from $^1$H NMR spectroscopy. $^b$ Apparent sphere-equivalent $z$-average diameter of the diblock copolymers measured at 20 °C. $^c$ Morphologies based on TEM data shown in Fig. 2.
at room temperature before being subjected to repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles. CuCl (11 mg, 0.11 mmol) was quickly added to the frozen mixture under Ar during the final cycle. The sealed reaction flask was immersed in an oil bath at 60 °C for 15 h. The resulting copolymer was passed through a 1/1 neutral/basic alumina column before being purified and dried as described for L14. The same method as described above was used to prepare L14-B46, L14-B64 and L14-B74. For those copolymers the ratios for [M]:[I]:[Cu(i)]:[L] were [M]:1:0.8:0.8 with [M] = 50, 67 and 80, respectively. The conversions for all copolymers were in the range of 92 to 96%.

Physical measurements

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was performed using a Max Viscotek instrument that comprised two mixed B columns (average porosity of 500 Å). The eluent was THF and calibration standards had molecular weights ranging of 1 \times 10^3 to 2 \times 10^6 g mol\(^{-1}\) and a Viscotek VE 3580 refractive index detector was used. \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy was conducted using a Bruker AVI-400 MHz spectrometer and CDCl\(_3\) as the solvent. Variable-temperature \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy was performed using a Bruker AVI-500 MHz spectrometer using dodecane-d\(_{26}\). The copolymer dispersion was prepared by dissolving neat copolymer in chloroform (20 \(\mu\)l). The solution was then transferred into the appropriate volume of dodecane-d\(_{26}\) and chloroform evaporated with stirring at 40 °C for 48 h to give a dispersion (5.0% w/w). DLS studies were conducted using a Zetasizer Nano-ZS instrument (Malvern Instruments, UK) at a fixed scattering angle of 173°. The copolymer dispersions underwent 20 to 90 to 20 °C temperature cycles with an equilibration time of 5 min at each temperature. The z-average diameters (\(d_z\)) correspond to sphere-equivalent values for the worm-containing systems. The dispersions used for DLS (0.1% w/w) used n-dodecane and were prepared using a similar method as described above. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples diluted dispersions in n-dodecane (0.05% w/w) were used. The dispersion was deposited on a carbon-coated grid before being exposed to ruthenium tetro-oxide vapour for 10 min. TEM measurements were obtained using a Philips CM20 200 kV instrument. Number-average sizes were determined from TEM by counting 94 spheres, 27 worms and 32 vesicle shells. Dynamic rheology measurements were conducted using an AR-G2 rheometer equipped with an aluminium cone geometry (2° and 20 mm diameter). Measurements were conducted using a strain of 1.0% and gap of 800–1200 \(\mu\)m. Variable-temperature studies were conducted at a frequency of 1 Hz with a ramping rate of 1 °C min\(^{-1}\) and an equilibration of 5 min for each step. The dispersions (20% w/w in n-dodecane) measured by rheology were prepared as described above using concentrated copolymer solutions in chloroform (~45% w/w) and subsequent chloroform removal.

Results and discussion

Macronitiator and diblock copolymer characterisation

The macronitiator was synthesised via solution ATRP of LMA in toluene (Scheme 1a). The \(^1\)H NMR spectrum (Fig. 1a) enabled calculation of the number-average degree of polymerisation (x) via end group analysis using the integrals for the methylene groups from PLMA (h), the methyl groups of EBiB (c) and the terminal methyl group of EBiB (a) (see eqn (S1), Fig. S1 and the details given in the ESI†). The calculated x value was 14.0, which was significantly lower than those reported previously for PLMA–PBzMA diblock copolymers prepared via RAFT-based PISA (x \(\geq\) 16) by Fielding et al.\(^{27}\) and Derry et al.\(^{28}\) Consequently, the diblock PLMA\(_{14}–\)PBzMA\(_y\) copolymers reported here are a new series of copolymers. The GPC data (Fig. S2, ESI† and Table 1) gave an \(M_n\) of 4900 g mol\(^{-1}\) and a polydispersity of 1.31. The latter value is in the range reported for other PLMA homo-polymers prepared by ATRP.\(^{42,44,45}\)

L14-B\(_y\) copolymer synthesis was conducted using L14 and Cu(i)Cl following the halogen exchange method\(^{46,47}\) (Scheme 1a). We found that the latter approach\(^{48,49}\) was essential to prepare the diblock copolymers and minimise their polydispersity. After PBzMA polymerisation the \(^1\)H NMR spectra (Fig. 1b–e) showed that signals from the BzMA methylene protons (4.7 ppm, j) and aromatic protons (7.3 ppm, k) were present, as expected.\(^{50}\) The relative intensity from the PLMA oxyethylene group (4.0 ppm, f) decreased after the growth of the PBzMA block. The number-average value for y was calculated using the integration values for the methylene PBzMA group (j) and the values for the methylene groups from PLMA (h) and the methyl groups from EBiB (c) using eqn (S2) (see ESI†). The y values can be seen from the L14-B\(_y\) compositions shown in Table 1. The GPC chromatograms indicated that the diblock copolymers were mostly monomodal (Fig. S2, ESI†) with polydispersities in the range of 1.50–1.58 (Table 1). It was challenging to gain control over BzMA chain growth and consequently a catalyst switch was used in this work (Scheme 1a). It is likely that a minor proportion of dead PLMA chains were present.
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which subsequently contributed to the polydispersity of the copolymers.

**Nano-object morphology**

A key difference between the method used here and PISA\(^\text{19}\) is that our approach used copolymer synthesis under good solvency conditions. The formation of nano-objects involved the transfer of the diblock copolymer from a chloroform solution (which is a good solvent for both blocks) into the selective solvent \(n\)-dodecane (Scheme 1b) followed by chloroform removal (see Experimental section). \(^1\)H NMR analysis indicated a very low content of residual chloroform (less than 0.2 vol\%) remained after this treatment. TEM data for L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{34}\) deposited from \(n\)-dodecane showed spheres with low size polydispersity (Fig. 2a). The other three systems showed mixtures of spheres and worms (L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{46}\), Fig. 2b), worms (L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{64}\), Fig. 2c) and vesicles (L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{74}\), Fig. 2d). Additional TEM images obtained using lower magnifications are shown in Fig. S3 (ESI\(^\text{†}\)). Whilst there were occasional spheres present for L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{64}\) and L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{74}\) the overwhelming majority of the copolymer was present as worms or vesicles, respectively. The vesicles had a range of sizes with some less than 100 nm (Fig. S3d, ESI\(^\text{†}\)). The number-average diameter of the spheres (L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{34}\)) was 20.5 ± 2.3 nm, whilst the worms (L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{64}\)) had an average cross-sectional diameter of 38.5 ± 3.4 nm. The vesicles (from L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{74}\)) had average wall thickness of 24.0 ± 1.6 nm. These morphologies are in accord with the reduction of strain for the PBzMA core chains afforded by the decrease in curvature associated with the transitions from spheres to worms and then vesicles.\(^5,51\) The TEM images show that the L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{y}\) nano-objects prepared \(\nu\)ia ATRP had the same general morphologies as those reported for PLMA\(_{x}\)-PBzMA\(_{y}\) \((x \geq 16)\) diblock copolymers prepared by PISA.\(^27\) It follows that thermodynamics had a strong role in controlling PLMA-PBzMA nano-object morphology. However, there were also morphology differences which are described below.

To provide a better comparison of the morphologies of L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{y}\) nano-objects prepared here by ATRP with the PLMA\(_{x}\)-PBzMA\(_{y}\) \((x \geq 16)\) nano-objects prepared using PISA,\(^27\) the morphological data from both studies were plotted on a common phase diagram (see Fig. S4, ESI\(^\text{†}\)). In agreement with the results of Fielding et al.,\(^27\) as \(y\) increased the morphology changed from spheres, to worms and then vesicles. However, the positions of the nano-object phases identified from this study are not in the positions expected if the phase boundary lines from Fielding et al.\(^27\) are extrapolated to the PLMA degree of polymerisation value of 14.0. For example, L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{64}\) existed as worms at a much higher \(y\) value than expected. Furthermore, L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{34}\) existed as spheres in this work; whereas PLMA\(_{16}\)-PBzMA\(_{37}\) (L\(_{16}\)-B\(_{37}\)) from Fielding et al.\(^27\) formed worms. One may question whether the \(x\) or \(x/y\) values are the more pertinent parameter for discussing the morphological differences. The \(x/y\) values for L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{34}\) (this study) and L\(_{16}\)-B\(_{37}\) (from ref. 27) were 0.41 and 0.43, respectively. These \(x/y\) values were within 5% of each other and are not considered distinguishable. Therefore, the differences in the morphologies for these two systems cannot be explained using \(x/y\) values. However, the \(x\) values were significantly different.

Clearly, a key factor affecting L\(_{14}\)-B\(_{y}\) micelle formation and morphology is the preparation method. As mentioned above, in the present study the preformed copolymer was dissolved in...
a (low boiling point) good solvent for both blocks (chloroform, Scheme 1b) and then added to n-dodecane, which is a good solvent for the PLMA block. The chloroform was then removed by evaporation, which triggered micelle formation. The present approach is very different to the PISA method of Fielding et al., where the n-dodecane was used as the (selective) solvent for the polymerisation of BzMA using a PLMA macromolecular chain transfer agent. For the latter work PBzMA block growth triggered micelle formation. Consequently, the large differences in micelle formation conditions employed would have significantly contributed to the fact (noted above) that L14-B34 and L16-B37, respectively, existed as spheres in this study and worms when prepared by PISA.

Whilst differences in copolymer polydispersities and possibly end group effects may have contributed to the L14-B morphology and differences apparent from Fig. S4 (ESI†) it does appear that the phase boundary positions for these self-assembling copolymers depends on the manner in which the copolymers are synthesised. The presence of a mixed phase for L14-B46 (Fig. 2b) is a feature frequently reported for this family of self-assembling copolymers.28,52,53 Worm formation and growth is believed to involve fusion of cores which is a relatively slow process.54 It is suggested that driving force for core fusion was less pronounced for L14-B66 due to the relatively short chains which was resulted in the mixed phase.

Ruthenium tetra-oxide reacts preferentially with double bonds and enables contrast to be enhanced for TEM.55,56 Here, we used this species to stain the PBzMA blocks within the polymer core of fully stretched PBzMA chains at the surface of L14-B micelle cores. Furthermore, using the calculated molecular weight of the PBzMA34 block (5984 g mol⁻¹) an aggregation number (Nagg) of 530 can be estimated (details are given in the ESI†). This estimation assumed that solvation of the core did not occur at room temperature which is consistent with ¹H NMR data (below) and has previously been shown for related systems.22 From the average surface area of the L14-B34 spheres and the Nagg value an average separation of the PLMA chains at the surface of ~1.6 nm was calculated (see ESI† for the details). The latter value can be compared to the diameter of a cross-sectional slice of a PLMA cylinder which can be shown to be ~6 nm. This geometric analysis suggests that the PLMA chains were sterically crowded in the micelle corona. It follows that both blocks of the copolymer that formed the spheres were in somewhat entropically unfavourable environments. It is likely that the micelles were preferred because of the strong (enthalpic) incompatibility between PBzMA and n-dodecane at room temperature.

Temperature-triggered morphology transitions
The effect of temperature on the local environments of the PBzMA and PLMA blocks was probed using variable-temperature ¹H NMR spectroscopy for the L14-B34 (spheres) and L14-B64 (worms) dispersed in dodecane-d₂₆ (Fig. 3). With increasing temperature, both the methylene signal from PBzMA at 4.9 ppm (j) and the PLMA oxyethylene group (f) increased in intensity (Fig. 3a and b). The latter trend is consistent with related data reported for PLMA₁₆–PBzMA₁₇ prepared by PISA.27 The increases in the signal intensities apparent from scrutiny of Fig. 3a and b indicate that solvation increased for both blocks with temperatures greater than or equal to 40 °C. Interestingly, relatively enhanced solvation occurred for the PBzMA block at higher temperatures as can be seen from Fig. 3c which shows the ratio of the integrals (A_j/A_f) for the PBzMA and PLMA signals. The onset temperatures for enhanced PBzMA solvation were about 55 and 70 °C, respectively, for both L14-B34 and L14-B64. This difference may indicate that the shorter PBzMA chains were more easily solvated. Upon cooling the signals corresponding to PBzMA groups were not detectable (Fig. 3a and b) which
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shows that the solvation changes were fully reversible for both the spheres and worms.

The response of the dispersions of spheres (L14-B14) and worms (L14-B64) to elevated temperatures was also studied using variable temperature DLS. The $d_z$ and PDI data are shown in Fig. 4 and the size distributions appear in Fig. S5 (ESI†). Whilst DLS data were published for PLMA16–PBzMA37 worms prepared by PISA,27 variable $d_z$ data for spheres have not been reported. Considering the spheres first (Fig. 4a) the $d_z$ range of 37–39 nm at 20 °C is larger than the TEM-derived number-average core diameter of 20.5 nm. A sphere consisting of a 20.5 nm core and corona of PLMA14 chains with a fully extended backbone would have a calculated total diameter of 27 nm. If the LMA chains were forced to protrude outwards due to lateral crowding (as discussed above) an extra 6 nm could be added, resulting in a total diameter of ~33 nm. Taking into account chain polydispersity and the fact that the $d_z$ values are strongly weighted by the largest spheres which scatter more light it is reasonable to attribute the $d_z$ range at 20 °C to spherical L14-B14 micelles.

The variable-temperature DLS data for the spheres (Fig. 4a) shows that $d_z$ did not change significantly over the temperature range of 20–90 °C. The polydispersity of the spheres decreased slightly due to heating. The invariance of $d_z$ with temperature is noteworthy because the core PBzMA chains became increasingly solvated with increasing temperature (as discussed above in connection with Fig. 3c) and must, therefore, have occupied an increasingly larger (average) volume. An increase in diameter of 2 nm for the spheres (from 39 nm at 20 °C to 41 nm at 80 °C during the temperature increase) would be too small to detect using DLS. However, this diameter increase would equate to a 16% increase in volume. Therefore, $^1$H NMR spectroscopy was more sensitive to small solvation changes than DLS. Because the $d_z$ values were not significantly affected by heating there was no evidence of the spheres dissociating into smaller species and a significant decrease of $N_{agg}$. The data support the view that the spheres were the lowest energy state for these systems.

By contrast to the L14-B14 spheres, the L14-B64 worms demonstrated irreversible changes for $d_z$ when heated (Fig. 4b). The irreversible nature of the morphology changes is supported by the DLS size distributions measured at each temperature (Fig. S5b, ESI†). For the L14-B64 dispersion at 20 °C, $d_z$ was 480 nm and decreased to 223 nm upon heating to 90 °C. However, upon subsequent cooling to 20 °C a $d_z$ of only 159 nm was measured. Whilst this trend agrees with that reported for L16-B37 worms prepared using PISA27 the $d_z$ values for our L14-B64 worms were a factor of ~3 larger and the onset of the $d_z$ decrease occurred at a much lower temperature (50 °C here cf. 70 °C). Moreover, the $d_z$ values for our L14-B64 worms decreased at temperatures well below that where solvation of the PBzMA core was detectable by $^1$H NMR (~84 °C from Fig. 3c). This behaviour differs greatly to that observed for the spheres and indicates that the worms were relatively unstable and fragmented before the majority of the PBzMA had been solvated. A process akin to fracture can be envisaged whereby the worms cleaved into smaller segments, moving toward spheres.27 The latter conclusion is generally supported by the PDI data which decreased due to heating. Whilst the DLS size distributions and PDI values for the worms must be considered with caution due to the inherent broad distribution of lengths associated with self-assembled polymer worms,10 it appears that the temperature-triggered fragmentation process may have also involved some relatively large species (Fig. S5b, ESI†). More study on this process in the future is warranted.

As the temperature subsequently decreased the formation of worms was favoured. However, worm formation was relatively slow because worms grow by core–core fusion.54,57 These differences in temperature-triggered nano-object behaviours for the L14-B34 spheres (Fig. 4a) and the L14-B64 worms (Fig. 4b) are likely to have contributions from the relatively low dispersion concentration used for the present DLS measurements and the PBzMA degree of polymerisation. In a study on a related poly[stearyl-methacrylate-b-phenylpropyl methacrylate] system Pei et al.58 observed good worm-to-sphere reversibility using DLS of samples taken from concentrated dispersions. For the present system, the increased $y$ value for the L14-B64 worms resulted in less favourable PBzMA solvation at elevated temperatures (Fig. 3c) and consequently kinetic trapping due to a lower mobility core may also have retarded core fusion.

![Fig. 4](image-url) Variable-temperature DLS data for dispersions of (a) L14-B34 spheres and (b) L14-B64 worms. The z-average diameter is represented by black circles, while the polydispersity index is represented by red squares. The arrows indicate the directions of temperature ramps. The initial and final temperatures were 20 °C.
**Temperature-triggered gelation**

We next investigated the properties of concentrated L14-By dispersions (20% w/w) prepared using our post-polymerisation transfer method (Scheme 1b). The L14-B34, L14-B46 and L14-B64 dispersions became more opaque with increasing y value (Fig. 5a). The use of solution ATRP afforded gels that were white, which contrasts to the pink colour normally associated with RAFT copolymers. This lack of colour is an inherent advantage for the present ATRP approach because it would facilitate inclusion of chromophores to prepare coloured or fluorescent responsive gels without the complication of end group removal. Tube inversion tests for the diblock copolymers in n-dodecane showed that L14-B46 and L14-B64 formed self-supporting physical gels (Fig. 5a). By contrast, our L14-B34 (spheres) and L14-B74 (vesicles) were free-flowing liquids.

Only the L14-B46 dispersion showed reversible gel formation behaviour. Heating this gel to 90 °C for 4 h resulted in a free-flowing viscous fluid that could reform into a physical gel upon cooling to 20 °C over a 24 h period (Fig. 5b). Surprisingly, the gel formed from L14-B64 did not show reversible gel formation when tested by tube inversion even after 16 h of heating at 90 °C. It is likely that the relatively high PBzMA degree of polymerisation of 64 for L14-B64 was responsible for the lack of reversibility. The longer PBzMA chains had stronger intra-core attractive interactions and weaker solvation (Fig. 3c). This conclusion implies that the reversibility of temperature-triggered gelation for L14-By dispersions is tunable using y.

To gain insight into the gelation behaviour dynamic rheology was used to probe concentrated L14-B46 and L14-B64 dispersions at 20 °C. Fig. 6 shows frequency-sweep data and it can be seen that the \( G' \) (storage modulus) and tan \( \delta \) values (\( \frac{G''}{G'} \), where \( G'' \) is the loss modulus) for both physical gels were frequency-dependent. These data imply that the gels were soft and visco-elastic. The physical gel formed from L14-B64 had a greater \( G' \) value (1450 Pa) compared to the gel formed from L14-B46 (1180 Pa) at 1 Hz indicating the former gel had about 20% more elastically-effective chains. The latter conclusion is from rubber elasticity theory wherein the modulus is proportional to the number-density of elastically effective chains. For the present gels the details of the network are not fully understood. Nevertheless, the trend of the \( G' \) values above is expected because of the higher proportion of anisotropic worms which are undoubtedly the load bearing elements of these networks. The fact that the gels had tan \( \delta \) values (Fig. 6b) that were significantly larger than zero (the value for an ideal elastic solid) shows that viscous dissipation mechanisms were operative. We speculate that these involved breaking and reforming of worms and worm-to-worm contacts.

Variable-temperature rheological data were measured to probe the temperature-triggered changes in the gel networks for L14-B46 and L14-B64 (Fig. 7). The critical gelation temperature (CGT) describes the temperature at which the worm-to-sphere transition occurs to a sufficient extent whereby \( G' \) becomes equal to \( G'' \) and tan \( \delta = 1 \). Following Fielding et al. the CGT values during the first heating cycle could be estimated as 55 °C for L14-B46. However, close inspection of the data for the variation
pronounced CGT. Of greater significance than the CGT value is the onset of the higher than $G_0$ with temperature through control of $T_{soft}$. The latter values reside within the temperature range where solvation of the PBzMA blocks was first detectable from the $^1$H NMR spectroscopy data ($\geq 40^\circ$C, Fig. 3a and b). The beginning of temperature-triggered solvation of the PBzMA cores strongly decreased the load distribution abilities of the worm-based networks.

It is noteworthy that temperature-triggered reversibility was not observed for the L14-B46 gels because the $G^\prime$ values remained higher than $G_0$ (and $\tan \delta < 1.0$) after the samples were held at 90°C and then cooled (Fig. 7b and Fig. S6b, ESI†). This behaviour is consistent with the DLS data (Fig. 4b) and tube inversion study (Fig. 5) as discussed above. However, the lack of gel reversibility contrasts to the reversible gel formation reported for RAFT-based PLMA–PBzMA worm gels.27 We attribute the lack of reversibility for the L14-B46 gels to the relatively long timescales involved in the reformation of worms which probably involved core fusion. These results lead to the suggestion that PLMA$_x$–PBzMA$_y$ copolymers with higher BzMA contents (such as L14-B64) are more kinetically frozen systems. This claim is supported by the delayed and weaker solvation of the PBzMA chains evident from Fig. 3c. Therefore, the mechanical properties of these concentrated worm-based dispersions are tuneable in terms of their reversibility and $G^\prime$ variation with temperature through control of $y$.

Conclusions

The present study is not the first to investigate PLMA$_x$–PBzMA$_y$ nano-objects. However, it is the first to successfully use ATRP combined with post-polymerisation transfer to prepare PLMA$_x$–PBzMA$_y$ spheres, worms, and vesicles at high concentrations (20% w/w). Uniquely, our approach decoupled copolymer synthesis and assembly for this family of copolymers. Furthermore, we examined the temperature-responsive behaviour of the spheres for the first time. Variable-temperature $^1$H NMR spectra for L14-B34 and L14-B64 showed that reversible solvation of the PBzMA occurred with increasing temperature. Temperature-triggered worm breakdown occurred for L14-B64 as judged by DLS and was poorly reversible. By contrast DLS data also showed that the sphere diameter was not affected by temperature over the range of 20–90°C and they were considered to be equilibrium systems. Concentrated dispersion studies revealed that only the mixed phase system (L14-B64) showed reversible temperature-triggered gelation behaviour as measured by tube inversion, whilst the pure L14-B64 worms softened (but did not de-gel) at 90°C. It was proposed that as $y$ increased the morphological transition changed from being largely thermodynamically controlled to having a greater kinetic contribution which is consistent with the core-fusion mechanism. The extent of “livingness” observed appears to depend on the PBzMA block length as well as the nano-object concentration. The ability to use ATRP and post-polymerisation transfer to prepare temperature-responsive, colour-free, gel-forming non-aqueous dispersions should also apply to other diblock copolymer/solvent combinations and may bring forward the application of worm-based systems for next generation lubricants, gels and displays. Whilst this work demonstrates that PISA via RAFT dispersion polymerisation is not a prerequisite for preparing self-assembling PLMA–PBzMA nano-objects the present approach has some disadvantages. These include the requirement for the removal of a toxic catalyst and chlorinated solvent. Also, the copolymers prepared here were less well defined. Nevertheless, the present study adds to the toolbox for constructing future self-assembling temperature-responsive non-aqueous nano-object dispersions.
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